Sensitization or tolerance to morphine effects after repeated stresses.
Rats were subjected to prolonged footshock, intensive acoustic stress, cold water swim and restraint over a period of 10 days. The analgesic and thermoregulatory properties of morphine (2, 4 and 8 mg/kg, sc.) were tested on the 11th day. Analgesia assessment was performed by means of hot-plate (HP) and tail-flick (TF) tests, and body temperature (Tb) changes was measured. Prolonged footshock and acoustic stress increased the sensitivity to morphine, while repeated restraint lessened morphine's effect. Cold water swim caused ambiguous consequences, facilitated the effect of a small dose of morphine, but reduced that of a large dose. It was concluded that the sensory components of the stressful exposure determine the effects of repeated stress on morphine sensitivity. Whereas painful interventions led to sensitization, and non-painful procedures result in tolerance to morphine's effects. The finding that analgesic and thermoregulatory effects of morphine were simultaneously enhanced supports the contention that the mechanism of sensitization to opiates involves a site where pathways mediating opiate analgesia and thermoregulatory effects converge.